INTRODUCTION
This report demonstrates a threedimensional, biomechanical model of vocal fold posturing and the assumptions used in its creation (Hunter, et al. 2004) . Vocal posturing affects the pitch, quality, and timbre of the sound produced (Titze & Sunberg, 1992) by defining the shape, strain, and stiffness of the vocal folds (Hirano, et al., 1970; Honda, 1983; Titze, 1990) . Posturing is not only necessary for voice production but also for airway protection. Thus, models of slow-moving posturing can advance for more complete studies of neuromuscular speech disorders and pathologic tissue effects on vocal onset. Furthermore, a successful model of laryngeal posturing may lead to a better understanding of how laryngeal muscles coordinate their efforts to begin phonation and to sustain and manipulate oscillation.
METHODS
The model ( Fig. 1 ) was based on a threedimensional representation of the vocal fold anatomy from reported laryngeal specimens. (Kim, et al. 2003) .
Two assumptions were made concerning the tissue properties: 1) all tissue was nearly incompressible; and 2) all tissue was initially isotropic, with fibrous nonisotripic tissue defined as a gel-fiber compound (superimposed fibrous characteristics). Six types of fibrous tissue, the vocal ligament and the five intrinsic muscles, were included in the model. Muscles were simulated as nonlinear Kelvin-type models with nonlinear passive properties and damping. The nonlinear aspect of these passive properties are especially crucial to the laryngeal system, which often operates in the highly nonlinear region (e.g., 50 percent elongation is common for the vocal ligament). Results from the model were shown in terms of the glottal angle to allow for comparisons to clinical endoscopic data. Dynamic glottal angle-based contours, their maximum angles, and timing measures were reported from the model. Maximum glottal angle and maximum angle velocity were then used to quantify the range and speed of motion.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Each of the muscles was individually contracted 100 percent. The posture model simulated a maximum opening of over 34 degrees. Using the posterior-cricoarytenoid muscle, the model produced an abduction speed of 417 degrees per second (Figure  2.a) . The model showed that laryngeal system mechanics seemed to favor abduction motion (used in inhalation) over adduction (used in vocal onset or airway protection) in terms of speed (Figure 2 .b) even though the mechanical properties (not geometric properties) of the muscles were identical. These results were substantiated by endoscopic observations (e.g., Cooke et al. 1997) .
The model also showed that the vocalis portion and the muscularis portion of the thyroarytenoid muscle have significantly different roles in posturing, the thyromuscularis having the more important role. This finding substantiates and provides mechanical insight into the observation of Woodson et al. (1998) that the cricothyroid muscle does not abduct or adduct the vocal folds. 
